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Abstract: In this paper, a conceptual study on switching intervals in the classic direct torque control (DTC) method and a novel modified method have been proposed. In the switching table of classic DTC, the switching vectors have been changed in sectors with 60 degrees intervals and their boundaries are fixed. In this study, these fixed boundaries and length of switching intervals have been challenged and proved that the performance of the classic DTC can be improved with modified intervals with different lengths and boundaries. The final proposed switching table not also benefits simplicity of implementation as classic DTC switching table, but also it offers better performance especially in the aspect of low torque ripples. The proposed final switching table has been derived by a two-stage optimization process and the results have been proved by simulation results.
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1 Introduction

According to the statistical reports related to energy consumption, fifty percent of produced electric energy consumes by electric machines [1]. Because of structural reasons, in DC motors decoupled control of speed and torque can be achieved. Compared to DC motors, induction motors have complicated and nonlinear mathematical model cause that the decoupled speed and torque control be complicated [2]. But induction motors have important benefits such as simple structure, low cost and high reliability therefore a lot of researches have been developed in recent decades about them.

In a global view, the control methods of AC machines categorized into two groups named scalar and vector control methods [2]. The scalar methods such as constant v/f utilize the steady-state model of machine while the vector control methods are based on machine dynamic model and can control the angular position of space vectors in addition to their amplitudes. This ability causes enhanced speed response and control performance in steady-state and transient conditions [3].

Field Oriented Control (FOC) and Direct Torque Control (DTC) are two well-known advanced electrical machines control methods. Compared to FOC, DTC has a simple structure and acceptable fast dynamic response [4]. In this approach, mathematical burdens related to current controllers and coordinate transformations there not exist but it has high flux and torque ripples cause to some problems especially in very low speed range. The mentioned disadvantages lead to various suggestions to improve performance of this method such as Predictive Torque Control (PTC) [5], Space Vector Modulation Direct Torque Control (SVM-DTC) [6], DTC with duty cycle control [7], and DTC with single current sensor [8, 9]. Most of these new approaches have high computational volume and they eliminate the main advantage of DTC i.e. its simplicity.

The main idea of this study is to investigate of DTC concept with numerical simulations to improve its performance, especially in flux and torque ripple reduction view without missing its simplicity. In most of the previous works such as [12-16] predictive approach has been applied to minimize the torque and flux ripples. As mentioned, this approach has high computational volume and eliminates the simplicity advantage of DTC method. The important contribution of this paper is proposing four conceptual challenging questions to classic DTC approach. These four questions about the classic DTC have been asked and tried to answer as below.
1. Why the switching intervals length is 60°?
2. Are the boundaries of the switching intervals must be 30°, 90°, etc., and cannot be changed to improve performance?
3. Is the classic DTC switching table optimal for all operation points or it is optimal for only nominal point?
4. What is the optimality of the classic DTC switching table? Fast dynamic, reduced flux or torque ripple, efficiency, or other?

In this paper, all these challenges being studied by simulations. It is proofed that the assumptions of classic DTC, such as fixed 60° switching intervals length, their fixed boundaries, and the optimality criterions all can be disturbed and changed to improve this method drawbacks such as its high torque and flux ripples. It must be noted that this improvement can be achieved by no more computational efforts and the simplicity of this method remains unchanged.

In this paper, a novel switching table for DTC has been proposed. This table has different sections, boundaries, and suggested vectors compared with the switching table of classic DTC but it has its simplicity. The proposed switching table has been derived with offline examining the torque and flux ripples in a proper cost function in various operating points and with various weighting factors. In off-line simulations, at the first stage, in any sample time, the normalized difference of torque and difference of flux amplitude per all switching vectors are calculated and according to a cost function, similar to conventional predictive torque control (PTC), the best switching vector will be selected. The next stage of the proposed approach is optimizing the weighting factor of the selected cost function by multiple simulations. In the final stage of the proposed approach, the selected fitness function and its optimum weighting factor are simulated in multiple operating points to extract the final switching table with averaged boundaries.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 induction machine model and classic DTC method are briefly discussed. Section 3 describes the proposed methodology in detail and Section 4 represents the results of the study. Finally, some conclusions are provided in Section 5.

### 2 Motor Model and Classic DTC

The induction machine dynamic model can be expressed by (1) in an arbitrary reference frame rotating with speed \( \omega \) [10]. These equations will be used in Section 3 for extracting the equations of the proposed method.

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_{dqv} &= L_q i_{dqv} + L_M (i_{dqv} + i_{dqv}') \\
T_e &= \frac{3}{2} P (i_d \lambda_{q} - i_q \lambda_{d}) \\
T_e - T_L &= Jp \omega_e + B \omega_e \\
(\lambda_{q}) &= [\lambda_q - \lambda_{ds} 0].x = s, r \\
(X_{dq}) &= [X_d X_q X_\alpha].x = v, i, \lambda
\end{align*}
\]

where \( P \) is the machine pole pairs, \( p \) is the derivation operator, \( \omega_e \) is the rotor electrical rotational speed, \( L_q \) and \( L_M \) are the leakage and mutual inductances, \( \lambda \) refers to the machine flux and \( r \) and \( r' \) are the stator and referred rotor resistances respectively. In this equation, \( d, q, \omega, s, \) and \( r \) lower indices are related to direct axis, quadrature axis, zero term, stator and rotor, respectively. Also, \( T_e, T_L, J, \) and \( B \) are electromagnetic torque, load torque, moment of inertia and bearing coefficient, respectively. It is known that in DTC method for eliminating the calculation burden related to frame transformations, the stationary reference frame with \( \omega = 0 \) is used.

At first, DTC has been presented based on Takahashi Iiado studies [4] in the middle of 80 decade. The block diagram of the classic DTC is depicted in Fig. 1. As shown in this figure, the amplitude of machine torque and flux, after estimation, have been controlled by means of two independent hysteresis controllers via a switching table.

The key part of the DTC method is its switching table. The inputs of this table are the digital output states of two hysteresis controllers and the output is the number of switching vector of traditional VSI inverter which has 6 active and two zero vectors. Fig. 2 shows the switching vectors and sectors in the space vectors plane.

In the classic DTC method, for deriving the switching table a simple idea is used. It can be derived from torque and flux estimation equations with some assumptions written in stationary reference frame, that the amplitude of the machine torque can be changed rapidly if the rotational angle of the stator flux has been changed as rapidly as possible. This can be performed by selecting the semi-orthogonal voltage vector with respect to the current position of the stator flux vector. Also, the amplitude of the machine flux can be changed rapidly if the more aligned voltage vector with respect to the current position of the stator flux vector has been selected. According to this idea, in the global view, if the stator flux be in sector \( n \) applying the vectors \( V_{n-1} \) \( V_n \), \( V_{n+1} \) leads to increased flux amplitude and applying the vectors \( V_{n+2} \) \( V_{n+2} \) leads to decreased flux amplitude. On the other hand, vectors \( V_{n+1} \) and \( V_{n+2} \) cause to increase in machine torque, and applying the \( V_{n-1} \) and \( V_{n-2} \) vectors cause in decreasing it. The vectors \( V_{n} \) and \( V_{n+3} \) depending to flux position can increase of decrease the produced torque. Table 1 shows these statements briefly.
3 The Proposed Approach

As mentioned in section 1, some basic questions could be proposed about the classic DTC methodology. In this section, the approach of this study to reply to these questions will be described. In this approach at first, in any sampling time of the control, the difference of torque and flux amplitudes per all switching vectors are calculated and according to a fitness function, the best switching vector will be selected.

The first stage of the proposed approach is similar to the conventional predictive torque control (PTC) with one prediction and control horizon. Predictive control is an effective approach especially for systems which have limited choices for the control signal. In these systems, the control command can be selected only within a discrete set. The control of electric machines with inverters has this feature. It is well-known that in conventional two-level voltage source inverters (VSIs), only six active and two zero voltage vectors can be applied to the machine. In the PTC method, in any control intervals, the desired cost function is calculated to all possible control set and the best one will be selected. It is evident that in the desired cost function, future values of system state variables exist and must be predicted by the system model in any control intervals. Although predictive control of induction machine has suitable results but the main advantage of DTC i.e. its simplicity will be omitted because of its very high computational volume compared with the DTC method.

The second stage of the proposed approach is optimizing the weighting factor of the selected fitness function by multiple simulating the control system in aspect of an optimality criterion. In the final stage of the proposed approach, the selected fitness function and its optimum weighting factor are examined in multiple operating points to extract the average boundaries of sectors that the suggested vectors would be changed and the final modified switching table of sectors will be proposed about the classic DTC methodology. In this approach at first, in any sampling time of the control, the difference of torque and flux amplitudes per all switching vectors are calculated and according to a fitness function, the best switching vector will be selected.

The first stage of the proposed approach is similar to the conventional predictive torque control (PTC) with one prediction and control horizon. Predictive control is an effective approach especially for systems which have limited choices for the control signal. In these systems, the control command can be selected only within a discrete set. The control of electric machines with inverters has this feature. It is well-known that in conventional two-level voltage source inverters (VSIs), only six active and two zero voltage vectors can be applied to the machine. In the PTC method, in any control intervals, the desired cost function is calculated to all possible control set and the best one will be selected. It is evident that in the desired cost function, future values of system state variables exist and must be predicted by the system model in any control intervals. Although predictive control of induction machine has suitable results but the main advantage of DTC i.e. its simplicity will be omitted because of its very high computational volume compared with the DTC method.

The second stage of the proposed approach is optimizing the weighting factor of the selected fitness function by multiple simulating the control system in aspect of an optimality criterion. In the final stage of the proposed approach, the selected fitness function and its optimum weighting factor are examined in multiple operating points to extract the average boundaries of sectors that the suggested vectors would be changed and the final modified switching table of the proposed approach will be extracted. The final proposed switching table is similar to the classic DTC switching table but it has some differences and improved performance in aspect of selected optimality criterion. It is obvious that the proposed method has the same simplicity and low calculation volume compared with the classic DTC. Also with this proposed approach, other optimality aspects such as faster dynamics, higher efficiency, and so on can be applied and a new switching table can be extracted. The stages of the proposed approach have been described in the next subsections.

3.1 Calculation of Difference Values

At the first stage, in any time intervals of control, the predicted differences (referred by $\Delta$) of torque and flux amplitudes per all switching vectors are calculated. According to machine equations, the difference of machine flux amplitude can be calculated by (2)-(4).

$$\Delta \lambda(k) = \sqrt{(\lambda_{ns} + \Delta \lambda_{ns} (k))^2 + ((\lambda_{np} + \Delta \lambda_{np} (k))^2}$$

$$\Delta \lambda_{ns} (k) = (v_{np} (k) - R i_{ns}) \Delta t \quad (3)$$

$$\Delta \lambda_{np} (k) = (v_{np} (k) - R i_{np}) \Delta t \quad (4)$$

where $\Delta t$ is the control time interval and $k = 1, 2, \ldots, 8$ is the number of inverter vectors. The voltage components for any switching vector can be reconstructed by DC link value and switching states of the inverter for any vectors according to (5) and (6), and current components will be calculated from phase currents by (7) and (8) where $s_a, s_b, s_c$ refers to the switching states of the inverter legs.

$$V_{ns} (k) = \frac{2}{3} V_{ns} \left( s_a (k) - \frac{1}{2} s_b (k) - \frac{1}{2} s_c (k) \right) \quad (5)$$

$$V_{np} (k) = \frac{2}{3} V_{ns} \left( \sqrt{3} s_b (k) + \sqrt{3} s_c (k) \right) \quad (6)$$

Fig. 2 The switching vectors of conventional VSI and sectors.

Table 1 The effect of different switching vectors on machine torque and flux amplitudes in sector $n$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>$V_{n-2}$</th>
<th>$V_{n-1}$</th>
<th>$V_n$</th>
<th>$V_{n+1}$</th>
<th>$V_{n+2}$</th>
<th>$V_{n+3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flux</td>
<td>$\downarrow$</td>
<td>$\uparrow$</td>
<td>$\uparrow$</td>
<td>$\uparrow$</td>
<td>$\downarrow$</td>
<td>$\downarrow$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque</td>
<td>$\downarrow$</td>
<td>$\downarrow$</td>
<td>$\uparrow$</td>
<td>$\uparrow$</td>
<td>$\uparrow$</td>
<td>$\uparrow$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ i_{ax} = \frac{2}{3} \left( i_a - \frac{1}{2} i_b - \frac{1}{2} i_c \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\[ i_{ay} = \frac{2}{3} \sqrt{3} \left( i_b - \frac{1}{2} i_a - \frac{1}{2} i_c \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Also according to the induction machine equations, the electromagnetic torque and the stator currents differences can be derived as (9) and (10).

\[ \Delta T(k) = \frac{3}{2} P \left[ \left( \Delta \lambda_a + \Delta \lambda_d(k) \right) (i_{ay} + \Delta \lambda_y(k)) \right] \]
\[ - \left[ \left( \Delta \lambda_y + \Delta \lambda_y(k) \right) (i_{ax} + \Delta \lambda_a(k)) \right] \]
\[ - \left[ \left( \Delta \lambda_a i_{ay} - \left( \Delta \lambda_y i_{ax} \right) \right) \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

\[ \Delta i_{ax}(k) = \frac{1}{L_s L_m - L_m^2} \left( L_s V_{ay}(k) - (L_s R_s + \frac{L_s^2 R_s}{L_m}) i_{ax} \right) \]
\[ + \frac{L_s R_s}{L_m} \dot{\lambda}_{ay} + \omega L_m \dot{\lambda}_{ay} ) \Delta \lambda \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

\[ \Delta i_{ay}(k) = \frac{1}{L_s L_m - L_m^2} \left( L_s V_{ax}(k) - (L_s R_s + \frac{L_s^2 R_s}{L_m}) i_{ax} \right) \]
\[ + \frac{L_s R_s}{L_m} \dot{\lambda}_{ax} - \omega L_m \dot{\lambda}_{ax} ) \Delta \lambda \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

\[ \dot{\lambda}_{ax} = \frac{L_s}{L_m} \dot{\lambda}_{ax} + \left( L_m - \frac{L_s L_m}{L_m} \right) i_{ax} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

\[ \dot{\lambda}_{ay} = \frac{L_s}{L_m} \dot{\lambda}_{ay} + \left( L_m - \frac{L_s L_m}{L_m} \right) i_{ay} \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where \( L_s \) and \( L'_s \) are the stator and refereed rotor self inductances.

### 3.2 The First Stage of Optimization

The optimization target could be selected among various performance measures such as torque ripple, flux ripple, weighted torque and flux ripple, drive dynamic related to maximum change of torque and flux, efficiency, etc. In classic DTC, it seems that the drive dynamic has been selected as the target for deriving the switching table. In this study, two-stages optimization has been performed for deriving a new switching table. In the first stage, in any switching intervals, a switching vector that produces maximum normalized weighted torque and flux difference along the logical commands of hysteresis controllers has been selected. Equation (14) shows the designed fitness function of this stage.

\[ F(k) = \alpha \left( \frac{\Delta T(k)}{\max_{k=1,..,8}(\Delta T(k))} \right) \times \text{sign}(h_r) \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

In this equation, \( \alpha \) is the weighting factor that will be optimized in stage 2, \( h_T \) is the difference of reference and measured torque, and \( h_L \) is the difference of reference and measured flux amplitude. In stage 1, the optimum vector that minimizes the above cost function will be selected in any switching intervals from inverter possible vectors. As it can be seen from (14), torque and flux differences have been normalized by their maximum values in any switching interval to eliminate the machine variables unit dependency. It is obvious that the value of the weighting factor \( (\alpha) \) is fixed along with any simulation.

### 3.3 The Second Stage of Optimization

In the second stage, optimization is carried out for various weighting coefficients and operating points and the optimum weighting factor for reduced torque ripple has been found to overcome the main drawback of classic DTC. In this stage, the fitness function is the standard deviation of the torque ripple along with the simulation for all selected operating points. Equation 15 shows the fitness function of this stage.

\[ \sigma(\alpha) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (T_r(k)-\bar{T}_r)^2}{n}}, \alpha = 0..200, k = 1..n \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where \( n \) is the number of time samples along with simulation after transient time and \( T_r \) is the machine electromagnetic torque. At this stage, various simulations are carried out for various weighting factors, and at the end of any simulation, the standard deviation of machine electromagnetic torque being calculated for the selected \( \alpha \). The same process is repeated for various operating points in the aspect of operating speed and load torque. Finally, all calculated standard deviations will be used to select the optimum weighting factor which minimizes the machine torque ripple in all operating points.

Now, the optimum weighting factor and its related standard deviation data for all operating points have been used for deriving the final fixed switching table. For this reason, all the selected optimum vectors and the related flux angles are stored in any switching intervals, and then these data are plotted in figures such as Fig. 12. The switching boundaries, intervals length and suggested vectors in any interval can be simply observed and extracted for any operating point. Now the boundaries of the resulted figures can be averaged to derive the final switching table.
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It is worth notable that two-stage mentioned optimizations are only for deriving a new switching table in the design stage and they would not be applied in operation mode therefore the simplicity of classic DTC will be maintained unchanged. Fig. 3 shows the optimization flowchart in the design stage.

4 Results

The mentioned two-stage optimization applied on a standard induction machine manufactured by MotoGen company with parameters listed in Table 2. The values of internal parameters have been derived by classic DC, no-load, and locked rotor experiments.

The optimization simulations have been carried out for four operating points and numerous weighting factors. Because of page limitation, only the waveforms of one operating point (\(\omega_{ref} = 50\%\) nominal, \(T_L = 75\%\) nominal) and some weighting factors have been provided and the other results are presented in numeric forms.

4.1 Detailed Comparison of Switching Instances (Initial Concept)

At first, for initial comparing the classic DTC and proposed scheme, the amount of vector similarity called overlapping in all switching instances of two methods has been derived and depicted in Fig. 4. As it can be seen, two methods have a maximum overlapping percentage of switching vectors along the simulation time with a weighting factor 2.3 in the selected operating point.

The maximum overlapping percentage in this operating point is 91.75%. This means that in 8.25 percent of switching points, there are other vectors different from the classic DTC proposed vector that not only reply to the hysteresis commands but also can provide additional benefits such as ripple reduction and so on. These differences mostly occur when the sector of flux angle changes. For more illustration, three sample points are depicted in Table 3.

With detailed investigation of switching instances with different suggested vectors, it can be seen that the differences occur in sectors boundary. The aim of Table 3 data is to answer to challenges questioned in the introduction section and they are a simulation proof that the boundaries, sectors and suggested vectors in classic DTC can be changed and cannot be considered fixed.

Table 2 Motor parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Type</th>
<th>MotoGen 80-4B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Power</td>
<td>750 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Torque</td>
<td>5.186 N.m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Voltage</td>
<td>380 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fn</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Speed</td>
<td>1381 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_r)</td>
<td>0.0285 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_s)</td>
<td>8.633 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_m)</td>
<td>0.0285 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(J)</td>
<td>0.37135 H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>0.02 Ks.m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole pairs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Detailed comparison of three switching instances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>(h_T)</th>
<th>(h_L)</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>DTC Vector</th>
<th>(\Delta T) [N.m] with DTC vector</th>
<th>(\Delta T) [mWeb] with DTC vector</th>
<th>Fitness value for DTC vector</th>
<th>(\Delta T) [N.m] with best vector</th>
<th>(\Delta T) [mWeb] with best vector</th>
<th>Fitness value for best vector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.3962</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>1.1134</td>
<td>0.1421</td>
<td>0.0322</td>
<td>1.1165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5149</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9032</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.9666</td>
<td>0.1421</td>
<td>0.0322</td>
<td>1.1165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9032</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7914</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>2.4406</td>
<td>0.1876</td>
<td>0.0301</td>
<td>1.1117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2.0101</td>
<td>-4.96</td>
<td>2.4406</td>
<td>-1.4524</td>
<td>-0.0353</td>
<td>2.6618</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 The overlapping percentage of classic DTC and the proposed method in one operating point.
values. It can be seen that the classic DTC and selected fitness function suggest different vectors, especially in boundaries. Its means that to increase performance, the sectors with 60° intervals and crisp edges can be violated.

4.2 Optimality Aspects Discussion

Now some simulations are carried out by increasing the weighting factor of fitness function ($\alpha$ in (14)) and studying the variation of performance factors such as torque and flux standard deviations and speed rising time. Figs. 5-7 show the standard deviation variation of torque, flux, and speed rising time with respect to the weighting factor respectively. In these figures, the weighting factor being varied monolithically from zero to 200 and the simulations have run for any value of $\alpha$. At the end of any simulation, the standard deviation of steady-state torque (Fig. 5), the standard deviation of flux (Fig. 6), and the rising time (Fig. 7) have been calculated and saved.

As can be seen from these figures, for the first operating point, the minimum standard deviation of machine torque and flux occurred approximately in weighting factors 1 and 3.9, respectively. It is also notable that $\sigma_T$ and rising time vary slightly with increasing $\alpha$ but $\sigma_\lambda$ varies very high, therefore high values for weighting factor is not appropriate. Figs. 8-11 show the machine torque, speed, magnitude of stator flux, and phase A current for classic DTC and proposed method for operating point with speed command 50% and load torque 100% nominal (applied on time 0.5 sec) and weighting factor 1, respectively. It is obvious that the torque ripple has been reduced with the proposed method. It is notable that probably by looking at Fig. 11, starting current of the proposed method seems is higher compared to classic DTC but it not correct because phase B current in classic DTC has the same higher stating current.

The standard deviation of machine torque, flux, and rising time of speed for selected operating point for classic DTC and proposed method with maximum overlapping weighting factor ($\alpha = 2.3$) and minimum standard deviation of machine torque ($\alpha = 1$) have depicted in Table 4. As it can be seen, the proposed method with a weighting factor equal to 2.3, can
improve the standard deviation of torque and rising time 10.93% and 0.62% respectively but the standard deviation of flux deteriorated 4.24%. Also with weighting factor 1, the standard deviation of torque can be improved by 42.2% but the standard deviation of flux and rising time deteriorated by 20.5% and 6.7 ms, respectively.

It can be seen from this table, although the standard deviation of flux in classic DTC is smaller than in the proposed method with $\alpha = 1$ approximately 20.5%, but the standard deviation of torque is smaller approximately 42% for the proposed method. It must be noted that the torque ripple is the primary performance factor of a drive system and it is the main drawback of the DTC method but flux ripple is a secondary parameter that is important because leads to torque ripple. Therefore reduction of torque ripple has a priority to the reduction of flux ripple and for this reason, the weighting factor 1 has been selected to drive the proposed switching table.

### 4.3 Sector Intervals and Boundaries

In classic DTC, switching vectors are determined every 60-degree interval (Sectors) with fixed boundaries. Some beneficial results from simulations have been extracted to challenge the validity of this issue. Fig. 12 and Table 5 show sample results for the aforementioned operating point with one state of hysteresis commands ($h_T = 1, h_z = -1$) and one weighting factor. As it can be seen the boundaries and intervals length can be changed for enhanced performance with the proposed method. Similar results for other operating points, hysteresis commands, and weighting factors have been extracted and validate these results. In Table 5, because of different sectors in the proposed method compared to classic DTC, instead of sector numbers other sector titles have been used.

### 4.4 Final Proposed Method With Novel Switching Table

It is obvious that the proposed method till now has a high computational burden and cannot be compared with classic DTC with a simple switching table. In the proposed method for a given weighting factor, in each switching instances, the torque and flux differences for all switching vectors must be calculated and the optimum vector will be selected according to a fitness function. In this section, a new optimal switching table with different intervals boundaries and lengths will be proposed that has been derived from numerous simulations in different operating points. The final proposed method is quite similar to classic DTC but it has a modified switching table that can increase the control performance. After numerous simulations in design stage, the weighting factor 1 is suggested and the optimum switching table has been proposed in Table 6. The vectors and boundaries of the proposed switching table have been extracted by plotting the suggested vectors with respect to flux angle for various operating points. Then angles of their boundaries for the same vectors and the same torque and flux difference commands averaged. It is interesting that note, as it is proved in design stage simulations, the boundaries and length of switching interval must be varied for any states of hysteresis commands. For example the new sectors for $h_T = 1$ and $h_z = -1$ are depicted in Fig. 13.
In this paper, a conceptual study on switching intervals in the classic direct torque control (DTC) method has been challenged in aspects of length and boundaries of switching intervals, optimality target of switching table, and operating point effect on them. It is obvious that the proposed method decreases the torque deviation significantly in all operating points but the flux deviation and speed rising time deteriorate very slightly. Therefore the proposed method does not also have any additional computational burdens but also has better performance factors compared with classic DTC.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a conceptual study on switching intervals in the classic direct torque control (DTC) method has been challenged in aspects of length and boundaries of switching intervals, optimality target of switching table, and operating point effect on them. It is proved by simulations that all these issues can be altered. Finally, a new switching table with different lengths and boundaries of intervals has been proposed that could improve the DTC performance in aspect of its main drawback i.e. torque ripple. It is worth notable, although the proposed final switching table has been derived by a two-stage optimization process with high computational efforts but these computations would be done once in the design stage. Therefore the proposed method not also has the main advantage of the DTC method i.e. its simple implementation but also it has a lower degree of classic DTC main drawback i.e. torque ripple.
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